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LEVELSMART 
WIRELESS AUTOFILL

FEATURES

HOW IT WORKS

ANTENNA OPTIONS
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The LevelSmart™ Wireless Autofill is the best wireless automated 
filling solution for keeping your pool, spa, tank or water feature at 
the desired water level at all times.
  
LevelSmart™ Wireless Autofill is a simple, retrofit install for any 
application and our American-made quality ensures that it is the 
most reliable autofill on the market.  Eliminate the chore of filling 
your pool manually and let LevelSmart™ maintain your desired 
water level.  

The LevelSmart™ Sensor wakes up every 30 minutes to check 
the current water level and then wirelessly communicates the 
information to the Valve Controller.  If the current water level is 
measured below the set level, the Valve Controller will then 
open the Valve for 7 minutes.  The Valve Controller will turn off 
after 7 minutes, as a fail-safe against overfill.  Again, in 30 
minutes, the Sensor will check water level and, if needed, fill for 
7 minutes.  The Valve Controller will only open the Valve if the 
current water level is communicated to be below the level set 
by the user during installation.  The Sensor continues to check 
water level every 30 minutes all day and all night.  

The Valve is plumbed into the manual fill line, or it can be “T’d” 
into the return lines, from a water source. The Valve Controller 
can then open and close the Valve to fill as needed.

When selecting antenna length, select the 
length needed to get the antenna tip to a 
location with direct line of site to the pool 
and equipment pad, or designated fill line 
location. This will ensure a smooth pairing 
process and successful communication.

INCLUDUDED IN KIT
Water Level Sensor 
Remote Valve Controller
1” Threaded Hunter Valve
25’ Antenna Extension
Antenna Tip
110V (or 240V) Power Supply
Marine Epoxy
Wire Nuts (x2)
1” Screws (x2)

+  ++++++++

No Deck Destruction
Simple Retrofit
1000 feet Wireless Range
Rapid and Easy Installation
Never Over-fills (Fail-safe Timer)
Small Sleek Sensor
Made in the USA

+  ++++++

KIT OPTIONS

STANDARD COMMERCIAL ONLINE

STAINLESS-STEEL VALVE
50’ ANTENNA EXTENSION 
KONAFLOW FLOWMETER

+   + +

COMMERCIAL KIT INCLUDES:

ANTENNA LENGTH 



+  +++++++

METERDOG 
LEAK ALERT SYSTEM

FEATURES

HOW IT WORKS

MeterDog™ is a remote water surveillance device and leak 
alert system designed to increase water usage awareness 
for homeowners, commercial property managers and utility 
providers.

MeterDog™ provides patented technology that provides 
water awareness to end-users. This allows individuals, and 
communities, to set efficiency goals for water conservation 
and management. MeterDog™ also helps protect your 
assets through web-based notification and usage alerts of 

MeterDog™ is installed within the water meter box and 
uses a battery-powered cell modem to connect with the 
cloud.  Water usage data is sent by SMS, email, or Push 
Notifications to provide an around the clock view of water 
usage. MeterDog™ records water movement at the water 
meter and notifies end-users at the first sign of a potential 
leak.

Receive Water Leak Alerts
Water Usage Data accessible via App
Track Water Use Patterns with WaterNumber™
Set Efficiency Goals
Avoid Water Loss
Plug and Play System 
Applicable to all Meters
Generate Leads

MANAGE 
THROUGH 

APP 

+ Earn Recurring Revenue



FLOWVIS 
FLOWMETERS

FEATURES

DIAMETER OPTIONS

FlowVis is the most advanced, affordable and reliable precision 
flow meter that can be applied to any of your flow measurement 
needs. Regardless of whether a pool pump uses a variable speed 
or fixed speed, knowing the flow rate is essential.

When installed to a variable speed pump application, FlowVis® 
will among other things, allow you to maximize the energy-saving 
potential, achieve efficient skimming, and reduce chemical costs.

When installed to a fixed speed application, FlowVis® will help 
users determine whether a variable speed pump could help them 
save energy and thereby justify the investment.  

NSF Certified to 50 psi
Chemical Resistant
No Calibration Needed
Installs Horizontally, Vertical or Upside Down
#1 Flowmeter on the Market
Clear Easy to Read Scale
Save Energy and Money

+  ++++++
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VARIATIONS:
FLOWVIS DIGITAL 

FLOWVIS RETROFIT LID
FLOWMETRIX

Doubles as Check Valve
++



FLOWVIS  
DIGITAL DISPLAY

FEATURES

HOW IT WORKS

DIAMETER OPTIONS
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Digital functionality added to the unrivaled accuracy and 
flexibility of FlowVis flow meters.  Users will now experience 
greater precision and easier use.  The Digital Display offers 
unique features, such as Pool Turnover Rate and the ability to 
set Flow Rate Alarms, which will further enhance the                
industry's most respected flow meter.

FlowVis Digital employs patented technology to accurately 
measure the precise flow rate. A remote Digital Display, 
housed in a NEMA 4X corrosion resistant enclosure, will 
display the flow rate in both a digital numeric value as well as 
in a bar graph format.  This display is helpful when installing 
FlowVis in tight spaces, allowing you to install the Digital 
Display in a location for user readability. The Digital upgrade 
also alleviates the parallax error when reading the FlowVis 
manually.

Flow Rate Displays - digital, numeric and bar graph formats
View Pool Turnover Rate
Set Flow Rate Alarms
Corrosion Resistant Enclosure
Installs in Tight Spaces - almost zero straight pipe requirements

+  ++++
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KONAFLOW 
1 INCH FLOWMETER

FEATURES

The KonaFlow™ is the world's most precise, affordable, precise and 
durable flow meter.  The patented flow meter solution is easy to 
install using conventional plumbing fittings.  Suitable for landscape 
irrigation, agriculture, potable water, chemical feeders, and other 
liquids.  

The KonaFlow™  has the unique ability to be installed in compact 
spaces for retrofits and new installations.  Long straight pipe runs, 
before and after the KonaFlow™, are not required for accuracy and 
precision.

Precise Flow Measurement
GPM, LPM, or M3/h Scale
Doubles as a Check Valve
Easy Installation – No Calibration Required 
Chemical Resistant
Durable and Long-lasting
High Visibility Flow Readout
Installs in compact spaces

+  +++++++

LP-2750 PRO LEAK TOOL 
The LP-2750 is a must have for the professional Leak Detection 
service provider. The patented LP-2750  leak tool rapidly delivers 
leak data for pools, spas, ponds, water features and tanks so you 
can identify which part of a system – structure, suction, or return – 
is leaking within a matter of minutes. Test for only 5 minutes in spas 
and 15 minutes for large pools. Identify leaks faster, more precisely 
and also record the leak information.  Leak rates are given in inches 
per day. The accuracy and precision are perfect for rapid and reliable  
results under all field conditions.  

Confirm “NO LEAK” in any system. An essential tool for Pool 
Builders and Pool Repair Specialists. Leak Professionals can now 
confirm repairs in the same day!  

Trusted by American Leak Detection and other top leak detection 
specialist across the United States, Canada and Australia. 

FEATURES
Diagnose Leaks - Fast! 
View Leak Rates in inches per day
Confirm Repairs While On-Site in minutes 
Eliminate Multiple Roll Outs 
Increase Profits

+  ++++

UNIT OF MEASUREMENT
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FEATURES

KONASTOP VALVE SAFETY AND LOCK
The KonaStop™ allows you to always know your exact valve position.  
This unique device allows users to lock their Jandy valves to prevent 
tampering with pool equipment  and irrigation systems. The KonaStop™ 
Valve Safety allows for consistency in knowing the correct set position, 
thus flow rate.  Avoid re-adjusting, or guessing, at previous valve 
position and always know your exact set position and flow rate.

FEATURES
Secure Valve Position
Simple Installation
Avoid Tampering
Gauge Set Position
Keep Consistent Flow Rate

+  ++++

FlowVis™ is the most advanced, affordable, and reliable precision flow 
meter that can be applied to any of your flow measurement needs. From 
farm to pool, the FlowVis can report precise flow. Ingenious in concept 
and flawless in operation, FlowVis™ is a revolution in reliable flow 
measurement. Replace lid of existing Jandy valve and make  it a FlowVis  
flow meter.

FLOWVIS 
RETROFIT LID

Diagnose what part of the system is leaking
View daily leak rate
Eliminate roll outs
Find leaks efficiently
Versatile applications

+  ++++
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